
Biology Reasoning -3 
51. Treatment of diabetes with humulin is better than conventional treatment. 
Genetically engineered insulin,”humulin” is exactly similar to human insulin while the sheep and goat 
insulin used in conventional therapy was slightly different from human insulin in amino acid sequence 
and induced hypersensitive reaction. 
52. DNA fingerprinting cannot be done without RENs. 
DNA fingerprinting is based on the analyses of RFLPs and hence needs cutting the DNA with REN. 
53. DNA fingerprinting cannot be employed for distinguishing identical twins. 
Identical twins have same VNTRs. Or Identical twins carry similar genetic constitution. 
54. DNA fingerprinting can be used in solving disputed parentage / crimes. 
In disputed parentage/crimes, the DNA of two individuals is compared to establish the similarity or 
differences that provide the evidence. 
55. Explants need to surface sterilized before being used in tissue culture. 
To maintain aseptic condition, surface sterilization is done to kill all germs present on the explants. 
56. It is difficult to conduct tissue culture experiments in normal and natural lighting conditions . 
Since explants are used to develop plants in aseptic conditions, they are fragile and natural lighting 
condition may damage the developing callus and hence controlled environmental condition is required. 
57. Maintenance of aseptic condition is absolutely essential for tissue culture experiments. 
Because the germs/microbes present on the explants/media will establish their colonies by utilizing the 
media and destroying the explants if the aseptic condition is not maintained. 
58. Synthetic kinetins / synthetic auxins are used in tissue culture. 
Kinetins and synthetic auxins induce callus formation or cell division if used in the media. 
59. Plantlets raised in tissue culture laboratories cannot be directly transplanted to fields. 
Since tissue culture plants are grown in invitro condition, they are fragile and hence needs 
acclimatization or hardening before being introduced into the open field. 
 
60. Plantlets raised through tissue culture can be considered as clones. 
Because the plantlets are developed by asexual or vegetative or non sexual reproduction and hence 
they are all genetically similar 
61. Colchicine induces polyploidy. 
When plant cells are treated with colchicines, it inhibits chromosomal segregation during meiosis 
resulting in cells having double the number of chromosomes resulting in polyploidy. 
62. Golden rice is yellow colored. 
Golden rice is a genetically engineered rice that is modified to produce B-carotene in its endosperm. 

63. Golden rice is rich in  carotene. 
Golden rice is genetically engineered by introducing 3 genes that produce B-carotene in its endosperm. 
64. Golden rice is a transgenic plant. 
Golden rice is a rice variety created by inserting 3 genes responsible for the production of B-carotene in 
its endosperm. 
65. Retroviruses are used as vectors in gene therapy 
Retroviruses have the ability to integrate into the host genome because they contain a reverse 
transcriptase  and integrase which allows integration of gene into the host genome. 
66. Stem cells can probably, in future, be used to cure diseases with organ failures. 
Pluripotent stem cells have the ability of developing different specific cell types, can be used in replacing 
diseased tissues and organs. Eg. Heart muscle grown in the lab using stem cells can be transplanted in to 
heart patients with serious heart diseases. 
67. B - Lymphocytes are fused with myeloma cells to produce monoclonal antibodies. 
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Since a B lymphocyte can produce a single type of antibody, they are fused with Myeloma cells so that 
single type of antibodies is produced continuously. 
68. Prostaglandin is injected into the recipient cows or surrogate cows during MOET procedure. 
Prostaglandins are injected to maintain oestrus cycle for superovulation. 
 
69. Some cells of meristematic tissue do not show nucleus. 
The cells of meristems are under a state of cell division hence the nuclear envelope is disappeared. 
70. Parenchyma is called the fundamental tissue. 
Because parenchyma is thin walled and present in all parts of the plant body including embryonic region, 
acting as a packaging tissue. 
71. Many organs of aquatic plants usually float in water. 
Aquatic plants contain arenchyma that helps in floating/buoyancy. 
72. Collenchyma is living mechanical tissue. 
Collenchyma contains living protoplast and has thick pectinised cell wall that helps in providing flexibility 
and elasticity to the plant organs. 
73. Sclerenchyma is a dead mechanical tissue. 
Sclerenchyma does not contain living protoplast and the cell walls are lignified providing mechanical 
strength. 
74. Sclerenchyma cells do not have plasmodesmata. 
Because the cells of Sclerenchyma are dead and they possess secondary cell wall made up of lignin. 
75. Tracheae are more efficient in water conduction than tracheids. 
Treachery elements are arranged one above another with end walls perforated as well as they are wider 
than their length while tracheids have end walls tapering and conduction of water takes only thro’ pits. 
 


